Year 2 Newsletter
Expert Writers
The children have already been very busy this
half term, they have wrote; instructions on how
to be the perfect pet dog, African animal reports
and they have wrote the next chapter to ‘Wanted a
Perfect Pet’ story. All Year 2 teachers have been
amazed by the learning and writing that has taken
place!
What a fantastic start to the summer Year 2!
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Targets for Summer 1
Spelling Here are the Year 2
common exception words for
this half term.
fast

behind

money

clothes

again

many

pretty

plant

everybody

busy

Maths
Recall multiplication and

Important notice:
You will receive a letter that explains the process of how the
year 2 classes are mixed into new classes for year 3 in
September. The letter details further explanation and we
would be grateful for a prompt return of the signed slip at
the bottom of the letter. It asks you to discuss with your
child 4 friends who they would like to be with in year 3. We
will endeavour to meet at least of one these choices and will
also be running extra group sessions with the ‘new’ classes
for a smooth transition. We have found this extremely
successful in the past and the children are really excited to
broaden their friendship circle. If you have any worries
please speak to your child’s class teacher or to Miss
Harwood who is the Assistant Head for Key Stage One.

division facts in the 2, 5 and
10 times tables.

African MOE
A big thank you for all the
amazing homework that has
been brought into school. The
display boards are looking great
with all your hard work that
you’ve shared from home.
This half term the children have
been really engaged with their
Africa MOE. They really enjoyed
their vsit to Woodfield to

REMINDER
Please ensure that your
child has both a
named indoor P.E. kit
and an outdoor P.E.
kit consisting of
tracksuit bottoms, a
jumper and trainers in
school.

experience African music and
singing. Year 2 were very egar
to join in and share their
wonderful musical skills!

